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Most modern-day security operations require more than basic ID badges to function optimally. 
Thatâ€™s why so many security companies rely on the FARGO DTC4000 ID Card Printer for their
administration.  For a very competitive price point, the DTC4000 enables organizations to procure a
complete solution that provides room for expansion and growth long-term.  Whatâ€™s more, because
much of the expansion features are so easily upgradeable, it makes it that much simpler for a
company to expand their security solution as their needs continue to fluctuate and grow.

The FARGO security software suite reduces worry and hassle for information technology
professionals through advanced features like password control, print notification settings, print
diagnostics with texting, and automated supplies ordering.  Additionally, there is a security imaging
function that enables the addition of covert marking designs to cards in the form of exclusive logos,
holograms, and numeric coding.

Using the DTC4000 means that security administration will experience one of the worldâ€™s most
versatile solutions.  With encoding options that range from proximity card technology to smart card
technology and even magnetic strip encoding, this card printer ensures a wide range of solutions for
nearly any large organization.  This ID card printer is also easily upgradeable in the field and
presents many options; such as dual-sided printing, input/output card hopper, repositionable
graphical display, and Ethernet connectivity.  Built with genuine HIDâ„¢ technology, this card printer is
made to be compatible with the entire HID product line â€“ enabling businesses to fully leverage
existing HID technology investments.

Overall, the use of this printer is exceptionally simple â€“ even down to the installation of ribbon. 
Instead of being required to wind a ribbon through multiple rollers inside the unit, installation is
simplified to the insertion of an easy cartridge.  It only takes one step to change out ribbon
whenever necessary.  Additionally, this card printer has a very small footprint â€“ only a few inches
wider than a sheet of legal paper.  Itâ€™s easy to fit into most workspaces and the security suite helps
ensure security is in place no matter where itâ€™s located.

Whether searching for an ID card printer, or simply supplies for an existing security program, Mobile
ID Solutions, Inc. offers everything needed to maintain and expand an organizationâ€™s security
solutions.  Visit their exclusive website to find complete details on leading manufacturers of card
printers, proximity and smart cards, ribbons, readers, and just about anything else required at
www.idcardprintersavings.com.  Delivering todayâ€™s competitive prices with exceptional service,
Mobile ID Solutions, Inc. strives to deliver a wide array of choices for growing businesses of all
sizes. 
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modern identification and security solutions for industry. His personal experiences have made him
an expert of sorts and he writes to share his insights with other professionals who may be searching
for advice on a wide range of ID and security applications. From a card printer to proximity cards
and even a ID card printers, Michael provides excellent assistance for todayâ€™s businesses.
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